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Abstract 
Digital holograms which are recorded in the CCD sensors is subjected to numerical reconstruction for calculation of 
amplitude and phase using numerical reconstruction algorithms. This reconstruction process offers high flexibility and 
provides new possibilities of exploitation in domains like pattern recognition, 3D microscopy, encryption etc. In this 
paper,a comparative analysis of different holography reconstruction methods is presented . 
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1. Introduction 
HOLOGRAPHY is a two step process of recording the optical wave fields on a photographic plate followed by its 
reconstruction. Conventional holography is time consuming and requires wet chemical processing. In 
interferometric analysis a comparison is usually performed between the wave fields before and after a variation has 
occurred and this result is applied for various analysis like surface contour measurement, stress calculation and 
refractive index determination .The recording of interference pattern on a CCD array and its subsequent storing is 
analogous to optical imaging system requires knowledge of Fourier optics. This paper mainly emphasizes on the 
different methods employed for numerical evaluation of digitally recorded holograms. Various numerical 
computation algorithms and their typical characteristics are analyzed in a comparative manner. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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A. Holography Principle and Methods 
 
Holography is a technique which allows three dimensional objects to be reconstructed. It uses a Laser and involves 
physical phenomenon Interference, Diffraction, light intensity recording and suitable illumination of recording. 
Depending on the experimental set ups there are different types of holography. The inline holography in which the 
reference beam is made collinear to the object beam. Digital Phase shifting holography is an example of inline 
geometry where multiple interferograms are recorded each depicting the phase relationship between the reflected 
object wave and collinear reference wave. In off axis holography a small angle is included between the object wave 
and the reference wave.  In this case from a single recorded hologram reconstruction of the original object is 
possible. The concept of using CCD cameras as recording medium is exploited in Fresnel holography and 
Fraunhofer holography and shown in Fig 1. and Fig 2. respectively. 
 
Fig 1: Fresnel Holography 
 
Fig 2: Fraunhofer Holography 
In Fresnel holography the near field regime is utilized, whereas in Fraunhofer holography the far field regime is 
considered. Thus Fraunhofer holography is a special case of Fresnel holography at infinity distance. The 
diagrammatic representation of geometry of Fresnel holography is shown below. It has three planes mainly the 
object plane, the hologram plane and the image plane. A plane rough surface(x,y) is chosen that reflects the wave 
field b(x,y). The hologram plane which corresponds to a CCD target is in the (Ɛ,ɳ) plane at a distance d from the 
object surface. The image plane (x’,y’) is located at a distance d’ from the hologram plane. The microinterference at 
each point in the hologram can be determined by an angle θ between the reference and the object wave[1]. This can 
be expressed as 
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Fig. 3    Diagrammatic representation of different planes 
 
δ = 
ڊ
ଶୱ୧୬፽మ
 
Where δ is the fringe spacing and ڊ is the wavelength used. For proper reconstruction sampling theorem should 
be obeyed which states that for a CCD array having pixel spacing ᇞƐ, at least two pixel should sample the fringe 
period. 
 
θ  < 
ڊ
ଶᇞ፴ 
 
Here θ needs to be very small. This is achieved by using a small object, by keeping the object at a large distance 
from the CCD or by optical demagnification using negative lens. In order to calculate the diffracted field by 
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula is employed, the mathematical expression of which is 
        
                                                          ′ሺ′ǡ  ′ሻ =  ଵ୧ڊ׭ሺƐǡ ɳሻሺƐǡ ɳሻ
ሼ୧୩ρሽ
ρ
θƐɳ                                                                                    (1) 
With the following assumption    
 
                                                          ρ=ට݀′ଶ ൅ ሺƐെ ݔ′ሻଶ ൅ ሺɳെ ݕ′ሻଶ                                                                                               (2)          
 
Here h(Ɛ,ɳ) denotes the recorded hologram, r(Ɛ,ɳ) is the reference wave and k is the wave number. The obliquity 
factor cosɅ is set to 1 because of small angles between hologram normal and rays diffracted from hologram to the 
image points. 
1.1. Fresnel-Approximation Approach 
In Fresnel-approximation ρ in the denominator of Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction formula is replaced by d’ 
provided d’ is very large compared to (Ɛ-x’) and (ɳ-y’). But the rapidly varying phase induced by ρ in the numerator 
leads to errors. So expanding (2) binomially and retaining only the first two terms ρ is approximated as [1] 
                                                         ρ ≈ d’ [1 + ଵଶ ሺ
Ɛି௫′
ௗ′ ሻ
2 + ଵଶ ሺ
௡ି௬′
ௗ′ ሻ
2]                                                                                                                              
So putting this value in (1) we get the diffraction integral as 
                                                         b’ (x’,y’) = ଵ௜ڊௗ′׭݄ሺƐǡ ɳሻݎሺƐǡɳሻሼ݅݇݀
′ሾͳ ൅ ଵଶ ሺ
Ɛି௫′
ௗ′ ሻ
2 +ଵଶ ሺ
ɳି௬′
ௗ′ ሻ
2]} dƐ dɳ                                                    (3) 
                                                                         =ୣ୶୮ሼ௜௞ௗ
′ሽ
௜ڊௗ′ ׭݄ሺƐǡ ɳሻ ݎሺƐǡ ɳሻሼ
௜௞
ଶௗ′ ሾሺƐെ ݔ
′ሻଶ ൅ ሺɳെ ݕ′ሻଶሿሽdƐ dɳ 
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                                                                         ൌ ୣ୶୮൛௜௞ௗ
′ൟୣ୶୮ሼ௜Пௗ′ڊሺ௩మାఓమሻ
௜ڊௗ′ ׭݄ሺƐǡ ɳሻݎሺƐǡ ɳሻ  ቄ
௜П
ௗ′ڊ൫Ɛ
ଶ ൅ɳଶ൯ቅ ሼെʹ݅ПሺƐʋ൅ ɳߤሻሽ݀Ɛ݀ɳ            
Here ʋ and μ can be represented by 
                                                          ʋ = ௫ᇱௗڊ  ,   μ =
௬ᇱ
ௗڊ 
            
The discrete form of (3) for numerical analysis is shown below where the spatially constant factors are omitted. 
          b’(n , m)= exp {- ௜ʞௗ
ᇲڊ
ேమ ቀ
௡మ
ᇞ፴మ ൅
௠మ
ᇞᢡమቁσ σ ݄ሺ݇ ᇞ ፴ǡ ݈ ᇞ ᢡሻݎሺ݇ ᇞ ፴ǡ ݈ ᇞ ᢡሻሼ
௜ʞ
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ேିଵ
௟ୀ଴
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௞௡
ே ൅
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ே ሻሽ 
In abbreviated form we can write the above equation as 
                                               b’ = z . Ƒ -1 { h. r. w} 
 where  Ƒ -1  is the inverse Fourier transform ,h(kᇞƐ, lᇞn) is the digitized hologram, r(kᇞƐ, lᇞɳ) denotes the 
reference wave, w(kᇞƐ, lᇞɳ) is the two-dimensional chirp function which is expressed as 
                                              w (kᇞƐ, lᇞɳ) = exp { ௜Пௗ′ڊ ሺ݇
ଶ ᇞ Ɛଶ ൅ ݈ଶ ᇞ ɳଶሻሽ 
And the phase factor  z (nᇞx’, mᇞy’) can be written as 
                                                         z(nᇞx’,mᇞy’)=  exp{ -௜ʞௗ
ᇲڊ
ேమ ሺ
௡మ
ᇞ፴మ ൅
௠మ
ᇞᢡమሻሽ ൌ ሼെ
௜ʞ
ௗڊᇲ ሺ݊
ଶ ᇞ ݔᇱଶ ൅ ݉ଶ ᇞ ݕᇱଶሻሽ 
The pixel size in the reconstructed image is given by 

ᇞx’= ௗ
′ڊ
ேᇞƐ ,  ᇞy’= 
ௗ′ڊ
ேᇞɳ 
A typical example of numerical reconstruction using Fresnel-approximation is illustrated below. The hologram used 
has a dimension of N ˣ N = 576 ˣ 768 having pixel size ᇞƐ= ᇞɳ= 6.7μm. A plane reference wave is used in this case. 
The digital hologram is post processed to avoid DC terms by mean value subtraction. 
 
Fig 4a. Original Hologram                     Fig 4b. Reconstructed hologram 
1.2. Diffraction Integral as Convolution 
Rewriting the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld which is a superposition integral by including an impulse response g(x’,y’,Ɛ,ɳ)  
equation (1) is expressed as [1] 
ܾᇱሺݔᇱǡ ݕᇱሻ =׭ሺ፴ǡ ᢡሻሺ፴ǡ ᢡሻሺᇱǡ ᇱǡ ፴ǡ ᢡሻ݀፴݀ᢡ 
Where 
݃ሺݔᇱǡ ݕᇱǡ ፴ǡ ᢡሻ= ଵ௜ڊ
ୣ୶୮ሼ௜௞ఘሽ
ఘ ܿ݋ݏɅ 
                   =݀Ԣ
݅ڊ
ሼ݅݇ඥ݀Ԣʹ൅ሺ፴െݔԢሻʹ൅ሺᢡെݕԢሻʹሽ
݀Ԣʹ൅ሺ፴െݔԢሻʹ൅ሺᢡെݕԢሻʹ
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Here,    ߠ ൌ ݀′
ߩ
 
The convolution of h .r with g can be expressed as the product of the individual Fourier transforms of Ƒ{h.r} and 
Ƒ{g}.So b’(x’,y’) can be obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform of this product. Thus numerical 
reconstruction by implementing efficient FFT algorithm is possible. The function g(x’,y’,Ɛ,ɳ) is the impulse 
response of free space propagation, the numerical realization of which is shown mathematically as 
 
ሺǡ ሻ ൌ ͳ݅ ڊ
ሼଶ௜Пڊ ට݀′
ଶ ൅ ሺ݇ െ ேଶሻ
ଶ ᇞ Ɛଶ ൅ ቀ݈ െ ேଶቁ
ଶ
ᇞ ݊ଶሽ
ට݀′ଶ ൅ ሺ݇ െ ேଶሻଶ ᇞ Ɛ
ଶ ൅ ቀ݈ െ ேଶቁ
ଶ
ᇞ ݊ଶሽ
 
 
The Fourier transform of the function g(k,l) is denoted by G(n,m) which may be defined as 
 

ሺǡሻ ൌ ሼʹП݅݀
′
ڊ
ඩͳ െڊଶ
ቀ݊ ൅ ே
మᇞƐమ
ଶௗ′ڊ ቁ
ଶ
ܰଶ ᇞ Ɛଶ െ
ڊଶ ሺ݉ ൅ ே
మᇞɳమ
ଶௗ′ڊ ሻ
ଶ
ܰଶ ᇞ ɳଶ  
This gives numerical freedom to save one Fourier transform. The reconstructed image pixel size is given by ᇞ
ݔԢ=ᇞƐ and ᇞ ݕᇱ ൌᇞ ᢡ . The resulting image therefore has an area of ܰ ᇞ ፴ݔܰ ᇞ ᢡ .The larger image size implies 
that the reconstructed hologram contains more information by using a single convolution integral. An example 
illustrating numerical reconstruction of a hologram using the convolution approach is shown below. The original 
hologram used has a dimension of N x N = 576 x 768 which has been zero padded to 1024 x 1024.This is shown in 
the figure below 
 
 
Fig 5a  Zero padded  input image              Fig 5b. Reconstructed image 
1.3. In-Line Holograms Reconstruction using Two Intensity Measurements 
In in-line holography the set up configuration is simple. Here the object, the recording surface and a light source is 
kept in a collinear fashion. A coherent light source like He-Ne Laser is made incident on a diverging lens. The 
resultant parallel beam of light illuminates an object ࢇሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ and the hologram is recorded on the CCD surface 
࡭ሺ࢞ǡ ࢟ሻ located at a distance ࢊ from the object. The CCD is connected to a computer where numerical analysis and 
reconstruction is performed. A typical configuration is shown below [3] 
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Fig 6.  Two intensity measurement experimental setup 
 
A half mirror divides the laser beam into two parts while one illuminates the object; the other is used as a reference 
beam. Mirror (M) reflects the reference beam and the half mirror (HM) combines the object beam and the reference 
beam. The interference pattern is recorded by CCD at plane 1 which is located at a distance z from the object. The 
mathematical semantics [3] are expressed as 
                                                                                    ܣሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ൌ ܣ0 exp (-iଶПௗڊ ሻ[1 + ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻሿ                                                                              (4)       
Here A0 is the amplitude of the reference wave and ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ denotes the object wave which can be written as 
                                                     ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ൌ ׭ܷሺ݂x , ݂y ,0) ܪሺ݂x ,݂y , z) x exp [݅ʹПሺ݂xx+ ݂yy)]݂݀x ݀݂y 
where, 
                   ܷሺ݂x,݂y,0)=׭ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ Ͳሻሾെ݅ʹПሺ ݂xx+݂yy)dxdy  
When the object wave is weak compared to the reference wave (4) can be reduced as 
 
ܣሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ൌ ܣ0 exp(-iଶПௗڊ ሻexp[ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻሿ 
The intensity on plane 1 can be represented by the following equation 
                                                                                     I(x,y,z) = | ሺܣሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻȁଶ 
                                                                                                  = ܣ0 exp[ݑሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ൅ u*ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻሿ 
Taking logarithm of the above equation 
                                                                                      l(x,y,z)=log༌[༌(I(x,y,z)/A02] = u(x,y,z)+ u*(x,y,z) 
The Fourier transform of the above equation yields 
ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ ൌ ׭ ݈ሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻሾെ݅ʹПሺ ݂xx+݂yy)dxdy 
                                                                                                     = ܷሺ݂x,݂y,0)ܪሺ݂x,݂y,z) +ܷሺെ݂x,െ݂y,0)ܪ כ ሺ݂x,݂y,z) 
ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ contains both the object function along with its conjugate. For reconstruction of the object function and to 
eliminate the conjugate images another hologram is recorded at a distance ݖ ൅ᇞ ݖ from the object which leads to the 
following function  
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ᇞܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ = ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖሻ - ܮሺݔǡ ݕǡ ݖ ൅ᇞ ݖሻܪሺ݂x,݂y,z) 
                                                                                              = ܷሺ݂x,݂y,0)ܪሺ݂x,݂y,z) x [1- ܪሺ݂x,݂y,2ᇞz) 
Thus this distribution contains the Fourier transform of the object function U(ሺ݂x,݂y,0)) along with transfer functions 
ܪሺ݂x,݂y,z) and ܪሺ݂x,݂y,2ᇞz).  The object wave is reconstructed by taking an inverse Fourier transform .This 
method requires two interferograms to be recorded at distances ݖ  and ݖ ൅ᇞ ݖ  simultaneously. A computer 
simulation is done using the above method with a standard test image (Lena image) having size of 512 x 512. It is 
zero padded to a dimension of 1024 x 1024 with the image located in the middle and the background having 
intensity 0. The pixel size is  7.6mm x 7.6mm.  Two holograms are recorded at distances ݖ ൌ ͺͲ݉݉ and ݖ ൅ᇞ ݖ ൌ
ͺͲ ൅ ͲǤͳ݉݉. The free space propagation transfer function is denoted as  
 
ܪሺ݂x,݂y,z) = exp[ -iଶП௭ڊ ሺͳ െڊ
ଶfx2 - ڊଶfy2)1/2 
The following are the standard images  
 
 
 
Fig 7a. Original input image             Fig 7b. Intensity and phase of image 
 
 
 
Fig 7c.  Reconstructed intensity               Fig 7d.    Reconstructed phase 
1.4. Phase Shifting Holography 
In phase shifting holography multiple interferograms are captured each of which indicates phase relationship 
between light reflected from an object surface and a reflected wave which is collinear to the object wave. From this 
various recorded interferograms, the hologram of the object can be obtained by numerical computation. The 
numerical calculation is done by using Fresnel Kirchoff Integral [2]. The wave from the object and the reference 
wave interfere at the surface of a CCD. The refererence wave can be guided with the help of a mirror mounted on a 
piezoelectric transducer (PZT). Change in phase of the reference wave can be induced by the PZT. Thus multiple 
interferograms having mutual phase shifts are recorded. The object phase ɸ can be then calculated from these phase 
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shifted interferograms. In the recording plane (ݔ0,y0,z0 ) the complex amplitude of the object can be written as [4] 
ܷሺݔǡ ݕሻ ൌ ܣ݁ݔ݌ሺ݅ɸሻ 
                                                                                           =  
஺బ
ǡ௭బ
ሺ݅ɸ0+݅݇z0+݅݇ ሺ௫ି௫బሻ
మାሺ௬ି௬బሻమ
ଶ௭  
Where A0 exp(iɸ0) is the complex amplitude of the object and k is the wave number. The reference wave can be 
represented by URɸR = AR exp (iɸR). These two waves superimpose and the resultant intensity which is to be 
recorded is given by 
                                                                                                     I(x, y, ɸR) = | (UR ɸR + ܷሺݔǡ ݕሻ|2 
                                                                                                                      =  AR2 + A2 + 2ARA cos(ɸR - ɸ) 
The object phase can be calculated by the following equation 
                                                                                                     ɸ(x , y)= ିଵ ூቀ௫ǡ௬Ǣ
యП
మ ቁିூሺ௫ǡ௬Ǣ
П
మሻ
ூሺ௫ǡ௬Ǣ଴ሻିூሺ௫ǡ௬ǡПሻ  
 
In the illustration below, we show position phase shifting digital holography and its results (Figures 8a-8h). A 
standard test image ( Lena image) of size 512 x 512 is simulated with pixel size of 7.6mm x 7.6mm . The image is 
zero padded to a size of 1024 x 1024. Four interferograms are recorded. The third interferogram is deducted from 
the first interferogram and similarly the fourth interferogram is deducted from the second interferogram. The 
recording distance is ݖ ൌ ͳͶͲ݉݉ and ݖ ൅ᇞ ݖ ൌ ͳͶͲ ൅ ͲǤͷ݉݉ with wavelength of light at 632.8μm. 
 
    Fig 8a. Input Image                        Fig 8b. Intensity and phase of image 
 
Fig 8c. First Interferogram                 Fig 8d.  Second Interferogram 
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Fig 8e. Third Interferogram                 Fig 8f. Fourth Interferogram 
 
Fig 8g.  Reconstructed Intensity         Fig 8h.   Reconstructed Phase 
 
2. Comparison of different holography reconstruction methods 
The Fresnel reconstruction involves the use of a single Fourier Transform with either a chirp function or Impulse 
response. The reconstructed image size depends on d’ and ڊ. The convolution approach on the other hand involves 
the use of two or three FFT with transfer function and impulse response. The multiplication of the hologram and the 
reference wave followed by its multiplication with a transfer function in spatial frequency domain and later 
transformed back in spatial domain again results in the reconstructed image size to be independent of the 
reconstruction depth d’ and ڊ. The in-line holography has a simple set up and offers greater flexibility but suffers 
from presence of DC terms and twin image problem. The off axis holography eliminates the twin image and DC 
problem but at the cost of inefficient use of CCD pixels. The Phase-Shifting Holography also solves the twin image 
and DC problem by taking more than two interferogram but at the cost of system complexity. Moreover recording of 
different interferograms consumes a considerable amount of time. The two intensity inline holography has a fast 
computation time and Fast Fourier algorithms can be effectively employed. Thus it serves to be useful for real time 
imaging. 
 
3. Conclusion 
Digital holography has become an indispensible tool for application in 3D image processing, surface contour 
measurements, microscopy and label free monitoring of Biological cells. In this paper an attempt is made to 
compare various reconstruction algorithms used for digital holograms and the results are presented 
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